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Illenium good things fall apart guitar tab

[Intro] [D] [D] [G] [G] [Verse1]Did I [D]say something is wrong? Did you hear what I thought? Did I [D]speak too long when I told you all my feelings that [G]that night? Is it your [D]? Am I? Did you find someone better? Someone [D]that wasn't me, 'cause I knew that I never [G]type you really [G]type[Prause chorus][D]Overthinking's [D]got me
drinking[G]Messing with h[A]my head, woah[Chorus][D] Tell me what you hate about me[D] Whatever it is, I'm sorry[G] yes, yes,[G]yes, yes[D] I know I can be dramatic[D] but everyone said we have[G] yes , yes, yes,[G]yes, Yes, yes, yes[Post-chorus]I [A]come to terms with the broken [A]heartI [G]guess that sometimes good things fall apart [D] [D] [D]
[Verse2]When you [D]say it's real, guess I really believe yaDid you [D]fake how you feel when we feel when we're placed under the river that []? That [G]night? That night when we [D]foggy windows in your good friend's car Cause we [D]couldn't leave the window in December [G] [G] Woah-oh, oh-oh-oh-oh-oh[Chorus][D] Tell me what you hate about me[D]
Whatever it is, I'm sorry[G] yes, yes,[G]yes, yes,yes[D] I know I can be dramatic[D] But everyone said we have[G] yes , yes, yes,[G]yes, yes, yes[Post-chorus]I [A]come to terms with [A]heartI [G]guess that sometimes good things fall apart[G]Messing with h[A], oh, [Chorus] [D] Tell me what you hate about me[D] Whatever, I'm sorry[G] yes, yes, yes,[G]yes,
yes, yes[D] I know I can be dramatic[D] but everyone says we have it[G] yes, yes,[G]yes, yes, yes[Post-chorus]I [A]come to terms with the broken [A]heartI [G]guess that sometimes good things fall apart[Exit][D] [D] [D] come to broken terms [A]heart [G]guess that sometimes things a good fall besides[Exit][D] [D] [D] comes to broken terms [A]heart [G]guess
that sometimes good things fall apart[Exit][D] [D] [D]D] : Standard (E A D G B E) Key: D Key Difficulties: Beginner Intro: D MajorD MajorD G+G+G Sentence 1: D MajorD Do I say something wrong? Did you hear what I thought? D MajorD G+G Did I talk too long when I told you all my feelings that night? D MajorD Are you? Am I? Did you find someone better?
D MajorD G +G Someone who isn't me, 'reason I know that I've never kind of you G + G Never really kind of you Pre-Chorus: D MajorD MajorD Overthinking's I drank G + G Augmenteda Messing with my head, woah Chorus: D MajorD Tell me what you hate about my Major D Whatever, I, yes, yes D MajorD I know I can be dramatic D MajorD But everyone
says we have A+ G + G + G yes, yes Post-Chorus: AugmentedA AugmentedA I come to terms with a broken heart G+ G D MajorD I guess that sometimes good things fall DD : D MajorD When you say it's real, guess I really believe ya D MajorD G+G+G Are you fake how you feel were we placed by the river that night? That night? D MajorD That night when
we fogged the window in your good friend's car D MajorD G +G 'Cause we can't leave the window on December G + G Woah-oh, oh-oh-oh Chorus: D MajorD Tell me what you hate about me D MajorD Whatever, I'm sorry G +G+G,G, yes, Yes D MajorD I know I can be dramatic D MajorD But everyone says we have A + G + G+ G yes, yes Post-Chorus:
AugmentedA AugmentedA I come to terms with a broken heart G+G I guess that sometimes things Good things fall apart The Instrumental Bridge: D MajorD Pre-Chorus: D Major D MajorD Overthinking's got me drinking G+ G Augmenteda Messing with my head Oh! Chorus: D MajorD Tell me what you hate about my D MajorD Whatever, I'm sorry G+G+G+G
yes, yes D MajorD I know I can be dramatic D MajorD But everyone said we have a G +G yes, Yes, yes, yes, yes Post-Chorus: AugmentedA AugmentedA AugmentedA I'll come to terms with a broken heart G+G I guess that sometimes good things fall apart D MajorD D Good things fall apart - Tuning IntroChords: Standard (E A D G B E) Difficulties: Intro
Intermediate: e|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|------------------------------------------ --------------------------------| BB|-5------------------------------|-5-------------------------7-----5-------| G+G|----5---5\4---2/4---4\2---0h2p0-|------5---5\4-7---2---0-------0----------| D Major|--------------------------------|---------------------------------------
---| AugmentedA|--------------------------------|------------------------------------------| E MajorE|--------------------------------|------------------------------------------| e|-3-------------------------2---2nd---2nd---2nd-----------------------------------| BB|-3----3---3----------------3---3---3---3-----------------------------------| G+G|-0--------------0---0------2---2---2---2-----------------------------------|
D Major|-0------0---------0--------------------------------------------------------| AugmentedA|-2-------------------------------------------------------------------------| E MajorE|-3-------------------------------------------------------------------------| ************************************ | h Hammer-on | p Tarik-off | / Slide up | \ Down slide *** I recommend dissolution of palm cord D MajorD at
the end of several times :) This is the first tab I've ever submitted! It sounded good to my ear anyway. I hope it helps you, and feel free to change it suits your style! --- Jordan *** Good things fall apartchords apartChords
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